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My First Sewing Book Learn To Sew Kids
This is the only sewing reference you will ever need, with step-by-step
photographs to show you how to sew absolutely everything. 300 step-by-step
techniques will guide you whether you are sewing clothes, making soft
furnishings, or doing alterations. Master hand and machine sewing with close-up
photographs and clear instructions to demystify even the trickiest techniques, and
choose from 15 stylish projects to practise your sewing skills. Every project is
brand new for this updated edition of the ultimate sewing bible, with 5 new
sewing techniques now added. With in-depth coverage of sewing tools,
techniques, and fabric, this is the ultimate sewing resource for beginners,
students, and seasoned stitchers alike.
Contains illustrated, step-by-step instructions for embroidering a name sampler,
and includes an embroidery hoop, fabric, and thread.
Alison McNicol is an expert in teaching children to sew and has written Learn To
Sew: Kids, a series of best-selling sewing books for children. This book
introduces beginners to basic hand-sewing techniques in a fun, easy to follow
way. With bright, modern and clear illustrations, children can quickly learn their
first sewing skills and make a selection of super cool projects too ! This book is
perfect for the young beginner. With bright, modern and fun illustrations and
photos, children can quickly learn to sew and make a selection of super cool
projects - kitten slippers, cute cushions, zip cases, gorgeous garlands and more!
Let characters Daisy Doublestitch and Billy Bobbin help show you how easy it is
to learn to sew ! * Easy to follow Learn To Sew illustrations * Fun and simple
projects to make * Patterns and templates included * Let Daisy Doublestitch and
Billy Bobbin show you how !
DIVEnjoy this beginner's guide that takes you by the hand like a personal
instructor and teaches you how to sew./div
Using a one-piece block from "My First Patchwork Book", this guide teaches how
to make a simple nine-block quilt. Children learn the history of quilting and that a
quilt is like a sandwich with a top, a bottom, and a filling. Instructions for a quilt
plan, supply lists, yardage requirements, and simple preparation information is
given. Full-color photos.
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My First Sewing Machine 2 is the perfect follow-on book for young stitchers who
have already used Alison McNicol's first 'My First Sewing Machine Book' or have
already learned to use their sewing machine. This is the perfect book - for those
who are already using their machine for basic projects - to help develop and
stretch their new sewing machine skills, and with a great selection of new
projects and skills to learn your little stitcher will love it! New skills include
applique, patchwork, curved seams and more! Projects include: patchwork
cushion, applique bags, crazy dolls, cute bears, little lavender bods and more !
Easy to follow illustrations Fun and simple projects to make Develops new
sewing machine skills Perfect for intermediate sewers of all ages Alison McNicol
is an expert in teaching children to sew, crochet and knit and has written a series
of best-selling craft books for adults and children."
Youâ€™ll learn how to make delicious cupcakes, cookies, cake pops, and
moreâ€”and transform them into fantastic creations. In Cool Cupcakes, make
pink piggy cupcakes, classic butterfly cakes, pretty spotty cupcakes, and more.
The next chapter, Crazy Cookies, gives you ideas for creating ladybird cookies
and pretty star cookies, as well as for gingerbreadâ€”including gingerbread
families, animals, and a village. Then have a go at the Brilliant Brownies and
Cake Popsâ€”from adorable penguin pops to delicious brownie pops and cute
brownie owls. Finally, take your pick from the Novelty Cakes, where there are
super snowmen, under the sea mini cakes, and honey flake crunchies. There are
basic recipes so that you can make the cakes in any flavor you want, and a
techniques section that will teach you all youâ€™ll need to know, such as how to
pipe frosting, and how to make shapes out of marzipan. All the projects are easy
to follow with adorable artworks to guide you along the way; plus, each one has a
grade so you can start with the easiest and then move on as your decorating
skills improve.
You'll soon be a sewing whiz, using a wide variety of hand stitches, as well as learning
how to sew in a zip, how to sew on buttons and how to embroider and applique. In
Jewellery and Accessories, you can make adorable watermelon slice brooches or a fun
raccoon scarf, whilst Toys and Dolls has a fake fur teddy bear, which would make a
great gift, although he's so sweet you'll want to keep him for yourself. You can also
make a bunch of colourful felt bugs to play with - your littlest family members will love
them. Next is Stationery and Storage, which makes being organised fun! You'll be the
star of your class with the monster pencil case, and the customised tote bag is perfect
to carry your books in. Learn some beautiful embroidery stitches with the
monogrammed pillowcase in Gift Ideas, or why not surprise a friend for their birthday
with some personalised bunting? All of the projects have simple step-by-step artworks
to guide you, plus a clearly marked skill level so that you can start with the simpler
projects and move on to more challenging crafts as you become a more confident
stitcher.
This book is the perfect introduction to sewing for children of all ages- with bright,
modern and clear illustrations, children can quickly learn to sew, master new sewing
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stitches and make a selection of super cool first sewing projects. Kids will learn key
sewing skills - how to pin and cut out patterns, sew on buttons and beads, make
beautiful items with applique and lots more! Projects include easy cupcake cushions,
pencil cases, bags, pin cushions, yummy key chains, tiny teddies with clothes, gadget
and tablet cases, cute felt slippers and more! Easy to follow Learn To Sew illustrations
Fun and simple projects to make Learn a variety of sewing stitches and skills Perfect for
absolute beginners of all ages This is the ONLY beginner's book you'll need to start
learning to sew today!!"
Follow Wendy Wardâ€™s tutorials to make a wide range of stylish skirts. From 8 basic
shapesâ€”circle, A-line, stretch pencil, wrap, bubble, tailored pencil, front-opening, and
culottesâ€”you will learn the skills to make variations that have pockets, color blocking,
gathers, ruching, darts, and much more. All the basic techniques you will need are also
explained, so youâ€™ll feel confident with essentials like inserting zippers, attaching
waistbands, gathering, pleats, making buttonholes, and adding linings. There are also
handy hints and tips on how to take measurements and on choosing the right fabric.
Skirts are the perfect first garment for beginner dressmakers, and there are some really
simple designs hereâ€”the jersey pencil skirt is just two pieces of fabric with an
elasticated waistband! So arm yourself with this book, some fabric, and Wendyâ€™s
sewing wisdom, and youâ€™ll be on your way to updating your wardrobe with unique
skirts that are a perfect fit.
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Sewing is fun--learn how to stitch with this step-by-step guide. You'll soon be a sewing
whiz, using a wide variety of hand stitches, as well as learning how to sew in a zipper,
how to sew on buttons, and how to embroider and applique. In Jewelry and
Accessories, you can make adorable watermelon slice brooches or a fun raccoon scarf,
whilst Toys and Dolls has a fake fur teddy bear, which would make a great gift,
although he's so sweet you'll want to keep him for yourself. You can also make a bunch
of colorful felt bugs to play with--your littlest family members will love them. Next is
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Stationery and Storage, which makes being organized fun! You'll be the star of your
class with the monster pencil case, and the customized tote bag is perfect to carry your
books in. Learn some beautiful embroidery stitches with the monogramed pillowcase in
Gift Ideas, or why not surprise a friend for their birthday with some personalized
bunting? All of the projects have simple step-by-step artworks to guide you, plus a
clearly marked skill level so that you can start with the simpler projects and move on to
more challenging crafts as you become a more confident stitcher.
Alison McNicol is an expert in teaching children to sew and has written Learn To Sew:
Kids, a series of best-selling sewing books for children.This first book introduces
beginners to basic hand-sewing techniques in a fun, easy to follow way.With bright,
modern and clear illustrations, children can quickly learn their first sewing skills and
make a selection of super cool projects too !This book is perfect for the young beginner.
With bright, modern and fun illustrations and photos, children can quickly learn to sew
and make a selection of super cool projects - cupcake pincushions, crazy creatures,
lovely love hearts, beautiful birdy garlands and more.!Let characters Daisy Doublestitch
and Billy Bobbin help show you how easy it is to learn to sew !!* Easy to follow Learn
To Sew illustrations * Fun and simple projects to make * Patterns and templates
included * Let Daisy Doublestitch and Billy Bobbin show you how !
Ages 5 years & over. Winky Cherry introduces sewing to young seamsters -- from
simple stitches and doll making to understanding and using a sewing machine -- in this
series. Guides feature clever rhymes and simple instructions, which teach sewing skills,
as well as responsibility, commitment, focus, patience, co-ordination, and organisation.
Levels progress through hand sewing, embroidery, doll making, machine sewing,
patchwork, and quilting. This kit introduces kids to sewing basics such as threading a
needle, making knots, using pins, using dots, overstitching, and lock stitching. Step-bystep instructions guide children through stitching and stuffing felt animals. Including a
book, two sets of bird shapes precut from quality felt, three yards each of four colours of
crochet thread, and an additional 43 patterns, this kit is also a companion to Yes, I Can
Sew!
My First Sewing Book - Learn to SewKids
35 colorful rock painting projects for children aged 7+. In My First Rock Painting Book,
craft expert Emma Hardy shows how to take a simple rock and transform it into
something truly amazing. In Chapter 1, Fabulous Food, the projects include fun fruit,
cute pumpkins for Halloween, and a tasty selection of cakes that really do look good
enough to eat! In Chapter 2, Creative Creatures, Emma has designed adorable
penguins, a sleeping cat, and an elephant, as well as sea urchins, fish, and colorful
googly-eyed monsters. Chapter 3, Patterns and Shapes, has some beautiful ideas for
simply decorated rocks, from hearts for a loved one through to striking black and white
designs. In Chapter 4, Home and Garden, you can make cacti, flowers, a mobile phone,
and even a cute swaddled baby. Hunting for the rocks is a fun activity in itself, as you
gather an array of different shaped pieces to work with. What you do with your painted
rocks is up to you. They make wonderful decorations on a shelf or mantelpiece, and
have a practical use as a paperweight, or you may want to pass on your creations as
gifts for your friends.
Winky Cherry introduces sewing to young seamsters—from simple stitches and doll
making to understanding and using a sewing machine—in this series. Guides feature
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clever rhymes and simple instructions, which teach sewing skills, as well as
responsibility, commitment, focus, patience, coordination, and orginization. Levels
progress through hand sewing, embroidery, doll making, machine sewing, patchwork,
and quilting. Intended for children who are old enough to sew on a machine and have
had some machine experience, this guide teaches young crafters the backbone of
quilting: learning to piece fabrics together. The child will learn how to prepare the fabric
included in the kit, draw around the template, and sew the patches together into a block
to make a pillowcase or flag.
Demonstrates the parts of a sewing machine, threading the machine, turning corners,
lock stitches, skills for clothing construction and easy clothes to make.
In First Time Sewing with a Serger, sewing experts Becky Hanson and Beth
Baumgartel take you by the hand and teach you everything you need to know to sew
with a serger, or overlock machine—a versatile and speedy stitching tool. Start by
learning how a serger works, the many styles available, and the roles of various parts
and accessories. Get a detailed overview of the variety of functional and decorative
stitches you can make, plus must-have threads, tools, and notions. Next, familiarize
yourself with how to thread your serger, set the stitch size, and use it to start and end
seams, sew curves and corners, and more. You'll use these essential skills to make the
nine fun, easy garment and home decor projects--skills you'll turn to again and again to
create your own professional-looking pieces!
Part of a sewing skill-building program for children, this kit is ideal for kids who are old
enough to sew on a machine and have had some machine experience. Young
seamsters can lay out their own designs for quilts using the templates provided in the
kit. After picking a quilt plan, children learn how to color in their designs and how to
shop for fabric at a store. This guide covers cutting and sewing patches together,
assembling the parts, adding batting, and ultimately creating a child-sized quilt. This
book is also ideal for adults who want to learn the very basics of quilting.
Here are 35 brilliant projects that will help you learn how to sew. If you've never used a
needle and thread before, don't worry - start with the Sewing Techniques section, which
simply explains how to do every stitch. Then pick something to make from one of the
four chapters. In the Toys chapter, you'll find juggling animals, sock monsters and rag
dolls, while in Fashion Fun, there are gorgeous bags, hair accessories and more. Next,
discover some brilliant Decorations - from hanging felt stars to pretty lavender bags.
Finally, Great Gifts is packed with ideas, such as the finger puppet cards, felt egg
cosies or the sausage dog draft excluder. All the instructions and cute step-by-step
artworks are easy to follow; plus, each project has a grade so that you can start with
easy sewing and move onto using more advanced stitches as you get better at it.
Step-by-step instructions, accompanied by diagrams, explain the basics of both hand
and machine sewing. Twenty-two appealing projects include appliques, pennants,
cushion covers, tote bags, and other simple designs.
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Emma Hardy has been sewing since she was a child, graduating from making
dollâ€™s clothes by hand to mastering a sewing machine, and sewing both for
herself and for the home. To help you get started, she has gathered together 25
simple projects that are quick and easy to make, using basic hand and machine
sewing skills. Before you begin, a fully illustrated techniques section teaches you
everything you need to know to complete the projects, from basting to hemming.
Once youâ€™ve mastered the basics, you can try your hand at sewing
accessories for the home, including curtains and pillow covers, a table runner,
place mats and napkins for the dinner table, or a tea cozy and a pan holder for
the kitchen. Around the rest of the house, you can keep things tidy with a
drawstring toy bag, and even make your own ironing board cover. Discover how
simple it can be to sew unique items for the home, using your own selection of
fabrics and trimmings, and youâ€™ll soon be hooked on sewing.
Expert seamstress Emma Hardy explains how to make beautiful and unique
clothes for your children with these 25 simple and practical designs. Expert
seamstress Emma Hardy explains how to make beautiful and unique clothes for
your children with these 25 simple and practical designs. Make charming clothes
for your children by combining a few easy-to-learn stitches with great fabrics and
trims—choose from 25 different projects, including dresses, simple shirts and
elasticated trousers, sleepwear, and accessories such as hats, bibs, bootees,
and aprons. There are clothes for young boys and girls, toddlers and babies, all
with full-size paper patterns provided. Packed with useful tips and sewing
techniques, Making Children’s Clothes is a comprehensive guide to creating
fantastic items that any child will love to wear.
This Sewing Coloring Book for Kids is has 35+ Sew kits to color. Your children
can learn about sew kits with a funny way. Scissors, Pincushion, Pins and
needles, Thimble, Tape measure, Seam Ripper and much more kits to color.
????·????1899-1961?????????????1954???????????????????????????????????
???·??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????
Teach your child to sew with this amazing step-by-step guide, filled with 35 fun
and easy projects! Suitable for ages 3 and above, Sewing for Children is full of
projects that are specially designed to help children learn to sew. Split into five
sections, there are projects for every child and every occasion! Jump into the first
chapter, "Animals & Other Creatures", and learn how to make all sorts of wild
creatures, such as a Wise Old Owl and Sock Monsters! Then, move on to the
second section, "Pretty Playthings", and perfect the art of making Mice &
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Toadstools, Felt Cupcakes, and all sorts of fashionable items for a Rag Doll. The
"Fashion Fun" chapter is filled with stylish designs and know-how so that you can
Embroider Jeans, Applique T-Shirts, and even create a Yo-yo Necklace! "Bags,
Books & Bedroom Bits â€™nâ€™ Pieces" provides ample inspiration for bedroom
furnishings, including a Tote Bag, a Cardigan Pencil Case, and a gorgeous
Applique Cushion. Finally, Emma Hardy will take you through some amazing
dressing-up projects in "Dressing Up Time"! Morph into a pirate with a Pirate Hat
& Patch, or into a fairy with your very own Fairy Wings! Complete with easy-tofollow photography, children will be guided through each project step-by-step,
helping little ones learn and have fun at the same time!
Provides step-by-step instructions for fitting women's patterns for all shapes and
sizes, and presents techniques for sewing and creating personalized designs
In the climate of “make do and mend,” sales of sewing machines have soared,
but many are only accompanied by a difficult-to-understand technical manual.
Here, Jane Bolsover provides a comprehensive guide for beginners. Starting with
an essential overview of the sewing machine, learn how to thread it and wind
bobbins, why tension is important, and which needles to choose. There's
information on the basic sewing kit you will need, plus advice on which fabrics to
choose and how to cut out. The chapters then build into a complete sewing
course, and at the end of each chapter is a simple project to consolidate the skills
you have just mastered. The projects include items for the home, including a
cushion cover and a lampshade, stylish accessories, such as bags and scarves,
plus great clothing basics, such as an A-line skirt and a simple shift dress. Also
included at the back of the book are two full-size pull-out paper pattern sections.
Love at First Stitch gives you all the know-how you need to start making the
dresses of your dreams. Written for novice stitchers, Tilly Walnes demystifies
dressmaking for the generations that have never been taught to sew. This book
presents the core sewing basics in an informal style, with Tilly's friendly and
encouraging voice cheering the reader on throughout.
Follow Wendy Ward’s tutorials to make a collection of comfortable and stylish
garments. Wendy’s style is functional but beautiful basics, and you will learn the skills
to make garments out of knitted fabrics that drape beautifully and are a joy to wear.
There are t-shirts, wide-leg trousers, lounge trousers, tank tops, cardigans, skirts, and
dresses made in versatile fabrics that can be dressed up or down. Both beginners and
more experienced dressmakers often avoid using knitted fabrics, but Wendy will show
you how to successfully sew them with just a regular sewing machine. You will learn
essential skills with the help of a comprehensive techniques section that includes a
guide to different types of knitted fabrics and their uses (including jersey, sweatshirt
fabric, boiled wool, and many more), how to prepare them for making clothes, setting
up your sewing machine, which needles you need, sewing seams and hems, and using
elastic. There are also full-size patterns for every garment included at the back of the
book, so you will have all the information you need to start making your own perfect
wardrobe!
Demonstrates the parts of a sewing machine, threading the machine, safety and
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provides some easy projects to make.
Features thirty-five sewing projects designed for children, including a ragdoll, fox bag,
and patchwork pillow.
Through clever illustrations and rhymes, this patchwork book introduces the concepts of
patching and piecing, then teaches a beginner to make an easy four-square patchwork
block using shapes with straight lines and square corners. Children also learn to
prepare fabric and use a template. Full-color photos.
Whether you have a closet, laundry room, a corner of the family room, a spare bedroom
or even the attic, Black guides and inspires you with pages of color photos, plus help in
finding room, creating a plan, selecting lighting and cabinets.
Winky Cherry introduces sewing to young seamsters?from simple stitches and doll
making to understanding and using a sewing machine?in this series. Guides feature
clever rhymes and simple instructions, which teach sewing skills, as well as
responsibility, commitment, focus, patience, coordination, and orginization. Levels
progress through hand sewing, embroidery, doll making, machine sewing, patchwork,
and quilting. Guiding crafters through beginning doll making, this kit includes two sets of
doll shapes precut from quality felt, crochet thread, and yarn for hair. Using basic
sewing stitches, kids learn how to pull a needle without an adult, embroider faces,
attach yarn, and make clothes.
This patchwork book introduces the concepts of patching and piecing, then teaches a
beginner to make an easy four-square patchwork block using shapes with straight lines
and square corners. Children also learn to prepare fabric and use a template.
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